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Kane Start date Dec 7, Kane Senior Member. This thing is pretty neat. A few pointers The
connector is too big to fit into the harness hole. I had to drill out my hole to make it fit. I hate
doing things like that, modifying OEM equipment. There is a sub harness that is for this, you
still need to do the ground cable thing. The main assembly comes with 2 screws, a plate, two
washers, two threaded clips for the screws to go into, the assembly, and the cover. The sub
harness comes with some foam and silver squares. I have no idea what that is for, I didn't use it.
There is a little LED map light if you don't want a whole bunch of light. There are settings called
fancy, I have no idea what they are for, nothing lights up in that position. Last edited: Dec 8,
Deezy Senior Member. Pretty cool! Wouldn't mind seeing a pic of how it looks in the daytime.
The foam squares are most likely to put on the harness to keep it from rattling. Dis4Damion
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Member. Kane said:. Riko said:. Stock has: on all the time - middle on when door opens - off all
the time On this fancy dome light the "off" and "middle" seemed to be turned around, but in
total you have the same functions? Might order this too cause I like the look and functions and
the install video was very clear! You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted
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